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Introductory Lecture on Scientijic Geography. By Lieut.-General
R S T R A ~ EY
.E.,
, F.R.S.

Ix June last the Council of this Society determined to ofer inc r e d encouragement to the extension in a soientifio direotion
of the Geographical work which the Society ,is designed to promote,
and it was resolved that, amongst other means to this end, not
less than three of the ordinary evening meetings should be dovoted
to the delivery of Lectures on Physical Geography in its several
branches, and on other traly scientific aspects of Qeogrclphy in
relation to its past history, or to the influences of geographical
conditions on the human race. It hes further been thought.
desirable by the Council that this, the first of these Lectures,
bhould be of an introductory nature ; that it should indicate the
general scope of those that are to follow it, and thus supply, so
far as your time and my ability will permit, an outline of the
prinoipal scientific aspects of Geo,onrphy, to be filled in with more
ample details by succeeding lecturers.
In accepting this task at the request of the Council, I have been
very sensible of the extreme difliculty of doing justice to it, and I:
must ask those among my hearers whose knowledge of the matters
of which I shall have to speak exceeds my own, to view leniently
any errors into which I may fall, or any want of due proportion
that in their better judgment may be found in my treatment of the
wide range of subjects over which a review of mientific Geography
will necessarily lead me.
Science, whether applied to Qeography orany other matter, is, in
truth, nothing more than well-arranged knowledge, and its methods
though first developed by the study of abstract quantity and of the
physical forces of nature, are applicable to all the objecta of our
senses and the subjects of our thoughts. The foundation of a11
knowledge is the direct observation of facts, in which condition
i t is termed empirical ; the conclusions obtained by the application
of thought to the facts thus observed oonstitute science, which by
a process of classification and comparison seeks for the causes of
which ohen-ed phenomena are the reeults.
The comparatively late application of strictly scientific method
to Geography was a necessary conaequenoe of the conditions
under which the facta it deala with have been acquired. Geography is that branch of study which haa for its object a knowledge of the earth. In ite earliest shape i t viewed the earth
almost exclusively aa the habitation of man. 'l'he inquiries it made
concerned the distribution of the land and water, the positions of
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the continenta, islands, and seas, and of the plains, mountains, and
rivers; the manner in which the land was divided into various
countries, and ocoupied by verions nations ; the divisiom of wantries into provinw, and the situation of the chief citiea; and
it took note of many other matters concerning the language,
cuetoms, and modes of government, as well as of the olimate and
produote of all the countries found on the earth. Ba travel
extended and knowledge advanced, the earlier impressions of
t.nvellers as to the striking differenwe between distant countries
were supplemented by the perception of mexisting similarities.
Attention was drawn to the peculiarities whioh persistently chamteriee, at p h widely separated, the greet regions of oold and
heat, the mountains and plains, the ooeste and interior of the continenta ; to the local and periodioal variations of temperature and
climate, and of seasons of wind and rain, over certain areas of lanil
and sea; and to the distribution of the principal branchea of the
human race and of the families of plants and animals. A large
stock of faote of different classes was thna accumulated. But before
these observations could bo viewed as a connected whole, or the
true sign%oanae of their mutual relation could be properly appreoiated, it was necessary that considerable progress should have
been made in many special branches of physicel knowledge. The
ancient sciencee of mathematios and astronomy had Grst to receive
the enormous additions which followed the revival of learning in the
sixteenth century. The modern soienoee of chemistry and physics,
biology the science which wlls Porn yeeterday, and geology the
soience which was born to-day, had all to throw their light on the
facts whioh scientific navigation had brought together from every
seo and land, before that oonception oould be formed of the close
interdependence of all we eee upon the eerth, which renders
poeeible a trne ecience of Geography.
For the aim of thia branch of soienoe ia. to aecertain by what.
agenoiea and by what p m e w the earth haa w i r e d ite existing
forms and characteristics. And thie inquiry appears to establish
'that the phenomena obaerved on the surfaoe of our planet are in
their ohief featurea attributable,-ht, to the aotion of the gwet
p h y s i d f o m , attraction and heat, controlled by the earthyew e
and ita movements on ita aria and round the w n ; and, m n d l y ,
to the configuration of the wrfaoe, and the distribution of eea and
of low and high land : and moreover, that ell the phenomena of
animate as well aa inanimate nature have been in the paet, as
they still are, governed and determine 1 by these aame forma and
influenoep.
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We further learn that the figure itself of the earth, and the
outlines of its surface, have been due to the former colidition of
the planet, and to the gradual changes it has undergone in moling
from a previous much higher temperature ; that these and other
@awes have operated through a paat into the obscure distance of
which our vision cannot pierce, and are still at work, pmduaing
ohanges of surfaoe, from which, as direot consequences, arise modifications of climate, and omresponding variations in the forms and
distribution of living creatures, vegetable and animal In this
manner hse been evolved the h e of nature as we now see i t ;
nature, whioh working with never-varying forces through evervarying forms, appears to man in the preaent as hie type of
stability, while leading from the hidden shapes of an impenetrable past to those of an unknown future.
It is evident that the original investigation of the causea of
terrestrial phenomena requirea a knowledge of physical soienoe,
both wide and deep. But though this be true, it puts n o
s e r i m ~ c u l t yin the way of imparting 8 thoroughly sound
knowledge of the results, when once attained, to h e whom
want of leisure and perhaps of ability, prevents from going more
deeply into these subjects. Nor need such a knowledge ae ie
thus gained be either snperficiel or of small value; in the
words of John Biill, " t o have a general knowledge of a subject is to know only its leading truths, but to know these
thoroughly, so as to have a true conception of the subject in its
great features;" and it is hardly needti11 to insist on the advantage of haviug true conceptions in place of f h or none, of snoh
familiar objeots aa those which P h y s i d Geography deala with. I
therefore esk you, without hesitation, to discard all objeotions to
inoluding ecientifio geography in the c o w of an ordinary education, which are founded on the variety and oomplexity of the
subjeata it includes. These objeatioae have, in truth,their origin
in the too general abaenoe of soienMo knowledge whioh oharaoteriees a generation that has not iteelf reoeived even an elementary education in physioal soienoe; standing in the same poaition
with regard to them mattere, as men who oan neither read nor
write stand in to the world of lettere. I t is one of the speoiel
fundiona of amxiations woh as the Geographical Society, to aid
in removing obstacles like these from the way of improved eduoation : our Booiety may justly al& some preeminence in the
step it haa already taken in this direotion; and I feel setisfied that
your intelligent support will be given to its steady progrew in the
seme course.:
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I n proceeding to present to you, in a succinct form, a connected
view of the principal matters that fall within the range of scientific Geography, I shall first touch upon those that more closely
depend on the figure and movements of the earth viewed as a
whole, and afterwards paas on to those in which the infiuence
of local conditions becomes more marked; the former, speaking
generally, affect more immediately inorganic, and the latter, organic
matter.
The intimate relation between geography and astronomy is at
once mggosted by the eesential importance to the geographer of a
knowledge of the methods of determining the magnitude and true
form of the earth, and of ascertaining position on ita surface. It is
of the highest interest to contemplate how man, with no other aid
than his wonderful reasoning faculty, deduced from observations
of the apparent motions of'those heavenly bodies from which an
impassable gulf divides him, the exact figure and dimensions of tho
globe on which he stands, of which he had 89 yet seen but a very
ismall part; and how he extended this knowledge to the magnitude, the distances, and the laws that regulate the movements, of
the whole planetary system to which the earth belongs.
Leaving the obscure origin of conceptions on these subjects to be
sought for in Babylonia or Egypt, it is to Greece that we turn to
find the f i s t definite scientific opinions. Thales of Miletus, 640
years before the Christian era, already taught that the earth wae a
sphere. To his successor, Anaximander, is attributed the invention
of maps ; and his disciple, Pythagoras, suggested the true doctrine
of tho revolution of the earth on its axis and round the sun,
though this conception dropped out of sight for centuries.
Eratosthenes, of the Greek school of Alexandria, in the third
century before Christ, is said to have first determined the magnitude of the earth, adopting for the purpose the principle still
in use.
Hipparchus, of the same school, who lived a century later, was
the greatest of the Greek astronomers, and his additions to the
mience were truly remarkable. He diacovered the precession of
the Equinoxes, or tho periodical change of direction of the earth's
axis from east to west, in the opposite direction to ita motion in its
orbit; and the eccentricity of the sun's apparent orbit, the inequality of its motion, and its distance fkom the earth. To him is
due the system of fixing geographical position by means of latitude
and longitude, and the method of calculating longitudes from
eclipses of the moon.
Ptolemy, about 150 A.D., was the last eminent man of this
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school. He collected all determinations of latitude and longitude
of known places, and laid the foundation for correct methods of
projection for geographical maps or charts. He is better known,
however, by hia treatim on Astronomy, which long contiuued to
be the great authority on such subjects, and which caused his name
to be given to the conceptions of the solar system i t conhind,
though these were really due to his predecessors.
From this time until the sixteenth century--a space of 1400
y e a r e n o additions of any importance were made to this ecience.
The study wae revived in the ninth century among the Arabs, by
whom the treatise of Ptolemy wes translated into Arabic; and it
was mainly through the teaching of the schools established by the
Mahometans in Spain, and thence transmitted to Italy, that the
knowledge already acquired was retained, and eventually so vastly
extended. I t was a little after 1500 A.D. that Copernicus put forth
the view, this time to be finally accepted, that the earth and planets
move round the sun. The almost simultaneons discoveries at tho
commencement of the seventeenth century of Galileo and Kepler,
completed and corroborated this theory, and so opened the way for
that explanation of the whole series of astronomical phenomena
by the operation of the law of universal attraotion, which is due
to the genius of Newton.
A great impulse was given to precise geographical knowledge
by the invention of the talemope and the pendulum, and their
application to astronomical and geodetic observations. These
led immediately to more exact determinations of the figure and
dimensions of tho earth. The measurement of an aro of the
meridian in 1669,by Picard, gave Newton the means of verifying
his theory of gravitation, and led to the recognition of the earth's
ellipticity, as well as of the variation of the force of gravity at the
surface with change of latitude, indicated by the varying time of
vibration of a pendulum. Nothing then remained to be done in
this direotion but by the employment of better methods in detail,
and of improved instrumental appliances, to attain results of greater
accuracy.
Methods of caloulating latitude, and instruments suitable for
applying these methods, were comparatively soon devised. The
diffioulty of determining longitude was far greater, nor could
i t be overcome until correct clocks were constructed. The use of
chronometers, the discovery of the telencap, and the progress of
mechanical art, which produced instruments capable of measuring
angular diatenoes with aocuracy, created scientific navigation.
The praotical applioation of this soience has in our time opened
POL. XXI.
Q
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out ways to the most distant parts of the globe, along which the
akilful myiner peeses in aomplete security at a speed which now
makea every part of the habitable seaboard, however remote, more
eacesaible th& were many places in our own islands hardly rt century
back. To produce such practical .triumphs the acourate representation of the surface by m a p or charta was essential. The
reproduction of the detaile of a spherical surface in a rigorously
exaot manner on a plane, such as a sheet of paper, being n e w sarily impossible, much ingenuity has been applied to devising the
best methods for approximating to the truth. The exact memiwment of the earth's dimensions. on whioh the aocuracy of all delineations of the surface depends, is a task involving much difficulty,
and calling for rare abilities in the geodetic mrveyor.
And here let me dwell for a moment upon t he very great practical value of thoee compendious contrivances for conveying information to the mind, diagrams and drawings, which are little, if
at all, leas valnsble than written language. Their speoial power
consiets in bringing clearly within the reach of apprehension, at
the wme moment and in suitable juxtaposition, a great multitude
of objects interdependent but different, and so prodi&g
an intelligent co~nmtedoonception of the whole, often without effort, and
always with a charness that no verbal description could 8emre.
I desire to invite particular attention to thie subject, feeling aamed
of the utility of maps or illustrative diagram in dealing with
the many complicated phenomena that present themselves to the
ecientifio student of Geography. A certsin fair facility for making
auch m a p or diagrams may be acquired as readily an writing.
Man has long been distinguished fium other animals by the faculty
of speech, and Professor H d e y has lately reminded us that he is
the only drawing animal. These faculties oorrespond with the
two ultimate modes by which it is poeeible to implant ideas
apart from aotual experience, viz., narrative and diagram ;" and
he who poseeesee both tools doubles his power of obtaining and
imparting knowledge.
Having thus traced the growth of our knowledge of the earth's
figure, and the relation of geography to astronomy, I pam on to
notice briefly the parallel onward course of geographical dieoavery.
Scarcely less admirable than the ssgeaity of the astronomers of
the past, have been the enterprise and perrteveranca of that suom i o n of able men who, by journeys over land and ma, have
I have kken there worda from an Eesay on Bcience and Language, br my
friend Oolonel Dichw, B.A.
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furnished positive evidence that the earth is in fact the globe
which mu's reason had taught i t to be, and who have brought
together, in defiance alike of the rigours of the elements and the
barbalaus nature of unciviliscrd man, the ample stock of knowledgo
which we now possess of the entire surface of the earth.
Like astronomy, Geography originated in Egypt and Greeoe. The
earliest geographioel conceptions were necemrily b a d on ideas
of position in relation to the locality where tho ancient geographers
lived and wrote, and upon these the gradually inareesing knowledge of tho civilised world was engrafted, and developed around
the eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea. Herodotus, writing 450
years before the Christian era, may be taken as the exponent of the
sarlier forms of Greek geography. The junotion of the Mediterranean with the Atlantio was then known; idem of the North aud
West of Europe were vague; the form and position of the Caapian
were fairly ascertained; the descriptions of India do not extend
hyond the Upper Indus; and the coasts of h i s seem to have
been unknown beyond the Persian Gulf. The circumnavigation of
Africa is referred to, but i t may be doubted whether this waa more
than my thioal.
Alexander's expedition, 330 B.c., reached the Indna ; some of the
Greeks who accompanied him went into India Proper; while
on his return h'earchus followed the coast from the Indue to the
Persian Gulf.
Up to the Augustan age, the only additions to Geography were
obtained through the Roman conquests in Western and Northern
Europe. In the time of Pliny, the coasts of Asia had hardly been
traced with certainty beyond the mouth of the Ganges, and only
vague conceptions of China had been formed. These had become
more defined, and extended to the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, and
Java, by the time of Ptolemy, A.D. 150.
Till the end of the twelfth century, the further progress of geographical, like that of all other branches of knowledge, was very inoonsiderable. Something was done by the Arab geographers in the
early period of the growth of Mahometan power, and something by
Norwegian Vikings. But in the thirteenth and following centuries,
when the civilisation of Europe was beooming consolidated, the
apirit of enterprise waa gradually awakened, and led to great reaulta.
The institution of the orders of friars, the desire to q r d
Christianity, and the terror produced by the incursions of Jenghiz
Bhan into Eastern Europe, were followed by journeys, of which
one of the most remarkable was that of the monk Rubruquie into
Central Aaia. The growth of commercial activity sent forth the
Q 2
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Poloe on similar expeditions. The knowledge of Central and Eastern
Asia thus obtained, formed allnost the whole of our stock up to our
own time.
I'he formation of the powerful republics of Venice and Qenoa,
and the spread of their commerce, under the stimulua of many
causes of which the Crusades may be reokoned as one of the most
prominent, led somewhat later to the development of maritime
habita, knowledge, and enterprise, among the nations bordering
the Mediterranean, which at length found their expwssion in the
seriee of great voyages of discovery which are among the most
remarkable evente of the world's hbtory.
The Portuguese, es the result of systematic and continued effort,
r d e d and doubled the Cape of Good Hope, arriving on the coasts
of Western India in 1407. Nearly at the same time Columbus,
following a truly scientific course of induction, for the fimt time so
applied by man, embarked on the oelebrated voyage whioh led him
to the West Indian Islands in 1492, and which waR soon succeeded
by those in which he reached the continent of South Ameriaa, near
the mouths of the Orinoco. Cabot rediscovered the coast of Kewfoundland. I n the first half of the sixteenth century, Magellan
atarted on the voyage in which the circumnavigation of the globe
was for the first time accompli~hedby a circuit round South America
and through the Pacific. Cortez advanced into Mexico; Pizarro
and others turned southward along the Paoific to Peru and Chili.
The Portugueee grdually explored the southern coesta of Asia,
reaching the Moluccas and southern China; and the m
t
a of
Japan and northern China became known through the Portuguese
pirates. The beginning of the seventeenth century supplied a
knowledge of the coasta of Australia, the Dutch from their colonies
in Java having sailed round the west and north coasts in 1627, and
discovered, under Tasman, the south coast, New Zealand, and Van
Diemen's Land.
Thus in a period of less than 150 yeare was acquired the knowledge of the main outlines of the great areas of land and sea, to
complete which in more exact detail has been the task of succeeding genarations.
The later voyages of the seventeenth oentury were undertaken
chiefly by privateers and buccaneers, of whom Drake and Dampier
were the chief. Towarde its end began the expeditione specially
despatohed by various countries for purposes of scientific discovery;
and seoond to none have been those sent out by England, beginning
with Halley, including the voyages of Cook, and ending with those
of Nares. ;
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I n our o m time geographical exploration has been chiefly
d i m t e d to the Arctic regions, and the interior of the great continente of Africa, Asia, and Australia ; and it waa in the earlier part
of the present century that arose the oonception of scientific geography, in connexion with which will ever be remembered the
name of Alexander von Humboldt.
The etudy of Magnetism has an unusually cloee connexion with
the progress of geographical reeearch.
The general properties of the magnetio needle wew known and
applied to navigation in Europe ae early as the tenth or eleventh
century, but much earlier by the Chinese. The variation of the
declination, or deviation of the needle from the true north, at
different places, was probably known before the time of Columbus,
but to him aeems to be due the observation of the gradual change
which takos place in sailing westward acroes the Atlantic, until
a line of no variation is reached, beyond which the variation becomes easterly. The oonception of the earth being e magnet is due
to Gilbert, an Englishman, about 1600 A.D. Halley, about 1700 A+,
suggested the idea of four poles of magnetic force, to the influenoe of
which the co~nplicatedmovements of the needle might be referred.
The reeulta of magnetic observation as now collected, wtabliah
that there are, in fact, four magnetio poles, and that the magnetic
force exhibits a series of periodical variations, both in re~peotto ite
direotion and its intensity, dependent on the time of day, of the
year, and the succession of years, as well as on the place of observation. The variety and complexity of these phenomena are
great, and they are regarded as the results of electrid currents,
established at or near the earth's surface, and due in eome unknown
way to the earth's revolution on ita axis and round the sun, and to
the heat emitted by that body. The application of the study of
~nagnetiaruto practical navigation in these days of iron s h i p
becomes a matter of very great importance.
The impress of the movements and figure of the earth ia eveiy
where seen underlying the almost infinite variety of phenomena
brought to our knowledge by the more and more oompleto exploration of the surface. It is these which determine the amount
of heat received from the sun at any part of the earth; and reguloto the distribution of temperature on which immediately depends
the distribution of life. Everywhere we find alternations of what
I may term terrestrial work and r a t , consequent on the daily,and
jearly movements 'of the globe, which, bubject to the influence8
due to the epheroidal form of the earth ,and the direction of ita
axis of ratation, give rise to the varying longth of days and of
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aeaaons at different places, and to a multitude of other recurring
phenomena which characterise the animate and inanimate world.
Day and night, Rummer and winter, aotive life and sleep, or hibornation, periodical winds diurnal or prolonged, seasons of rain and
drought, are among the best known of these. The tides end the
leas well-known but equally regular periodical oscillating movements of the atmosphere obey the same general laws. A great
number of other secondary phenomena carry out similar effects
through all parts of the earth, and into all the operations of nature,
110th on the land and in the waters ; for instance, in the currents of
the ocean, the periodical rise and fall of rivem, the migrations
of animals, the increase and decrease of di~easeamong men.
Though many of the effects observed would equally follow as
consequences of the sun moving round the earth as a oentre, yet
direct evidence that the oonverse is the case ie to be found both
in the movements of the atmoephere and in the currents of the
ocean. The winds and waters, as they pass over the surface of
the earth, acquire a velocity of revolution correaponding with the
latitude, being greatest at the equator, and diminishing gradually towards the poles. The velocity thus acquired givea an eastward impulse to all air or ocean currents moving from the equator
towtvds the poles, and an apparent westward impulse to air and
water moving the other way. This has long been recognisd as
the true cause of the peouliar directions of trade-winds and monsoons; and more reoently as the e5cient agency in determining the
direction of the south-west and north-east gales that chtuwterise
our own masts. The revolving storms or cyclones which are amongthe most terrible of the n a t u d adversaries of man, carry with them
an awful testimony to the true direction of the earth's revolution
on its axis from west to east.
ABthe facts which most direatly depend on the form and movements of the earth became more completely known, and as the
related conoeptions arising from their study were more clearly
developed, an inquiry naturally began into the nature of the earth's
solid o m t , and of the forces by the action of which the surface
hee reoeived its existing outlines, elevations, and depressione.
The science of Geology is the result ; and the relation of thk ecience
with Geography is what we have next to aonsider.
A very little observation and thought threw discredit on the
anoient ooemogonies, and showed that they failed to give any
satiefootory solution of the problems submitted by the advance of
geographical knowledge. If the extravagant myths of Asiatic
origin, whioh peopled the earth millions of yeare ago with raoes
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of anthropomorphic demi-gods and h e m deeoended from the aun
and moon, could not bear the test of faota; neither have thaee
traditiona fared mnch better which unveil the earth fully equipped
with all the preeent forma of life, and speoially prepared t o be
the dwelling-place of man no more than a few thousand yeem ago.
Precise observation has now supplied eathfactory proof that the
earth's surface, with all that is on it, haa been evolved through
countless ages, by a proceaa of oomtant change. Tho88 featurea
that at first sight appear most permanent, yet in detail undergo
perpetual modification, under the operation of forces whioh are
inherent in the materials of which the earth ia made up, or of
those developed by ita movements or by the loss or gain of its
heat. Every1 mountain, however - lofty, is being thrown down ;
every rock, however hard, is being worn away; and every secr,
however deep, is being filled up. The destructive agencies of
nnture are in never-ceasing activity: the erosive and dissolving
power of water in its various forms-the dieintegrating forces of
heat and cold-the
chemical modifioation of eubetences-the
mechanical effects produced by winds and other agencies-the
operation of vegetable and animal organism-and the arts and
contrivances of man-combine in this warhre again& what is.
But untiring nature immediately builds up again that whioh i t
h just thrown down ; hand i n hand with this deetrudion, nay,
as a part of it, there is everywhere to be found corresponding
reconstruction. If continents disappear in one direction, they are
rising into h h exietence in another. Though the ocean team
d m the oliffi against whioh beats, the earth take8 its revenge
by once more upheaving the ooean's bed. And thne the globe h a
peesed in mcoession through an infinitude of anterior states, by
small modi6oationa extending over a vaat period of time, but
not differing in ementiale from thoee which are now eeen to be
going on.
The far greater heat of the interior of our globe, which increases about lo Fahr. for every 60 or 60 feet of depth, g i v a
ua conalusive evidenoe that it h reaohed ita preeent oondition
from a former state of mnch higher tempeaature. be the exterior
gradually amled, contreotione necessarily enaued with oonaeqnent
change of form and dimensions ; and to them, aoting in combination
with gravity, were due the disturbances of the earth'e wrfaoe,
which have c a d its greater irregularities. The s h i m set up
by these forces may have continued to came movements for a
vastly prolonged period, and are probably still in action. Becent
speaulatien ha^ suggested that even volcanic phenomena may be
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consequenoea of the heat developed by the intense pressnree set
up by the meohanical foroes ooncerned in these movements of
the oooled outer solid crust, and not results of the very high
temperature which almost certainly still subsiste a t great depths
in the interior.
In the absence of any direct means of ascertaining the condition
of the earth's interior, aid has been sought from astronomioal
science, by which it has been established, that the thickness of the
solid outer shell of the earth must be considerable; and that if
the interior is in a fluid state at all, it must be covered by a great
thickne~s(probably not lees than several hundred miles) of eolid,
comparatively unyielding matter; and it is argued with apparent
form that no connexion can exiet, by which molten matter
could paas between such depths and the surface.
As the mountain ranges are areas of ele~ationdue to the
pressures developed by the contractiom of the sllrface, EO the chief
valleys co~nmonly follow h u r e s along the lines of rupture;
and their directions are determined by the lines of tension produoed by the same mechanical strains which accompanied the
elevations; mathematical science here, too, hae come to the aid
of geography and geology, in suggesting explanations of many characteristic directions of the elementary portions of mouutain masses.
In the ooean we see the waters of the earth accumulated in the
depressions formed on the surface in past time. The great continents oocupy the areas that have risen in comparatively recent
periods, and the clusters of islands probably indicate the remains of
former continents now dietrppearing. We find in many directions
evidences of movements on e very large male, which lead to the
conclusion that most of the exisling great mountain chains hare
received their present prominent altitudes in almost the lateet
geological periods; and that during, or since those periods, the
formn of the land and sea have greatly altered. Other indications,
however, are not wanting, that some of the great features of land
and sea, as we now find them, have been preserved for very long
periods, and these may possibly be relics of the earliest forms
taken by the surface soon after it attained a solid condition.
There was at first no little disinclination to accept theories
which required vast periods of time in order to acoount for the
observed facts of geology by forces now in operation. But these
daculties have at length disappeared, and with them the school
that explained the great differences between the past and the
present., by a selies of catastrophes, or convulsions of nature, for
which we have no authority in actual cxperience.
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Should any difficulty arise in conceiving how such cut movemente as thoee of which we see the resultu in mountains like the
Himalaya or the Andes, and in the analogous doprassions of the
bed of the ocean, can have been produced by a mere secular change
of the earth's temperature, I would remind you that the forces
culled into action by the earth are proportionate to its magnitude,
and that ite parts must be viewed in relation to that magnitude
also. It has been calculated on sound data that the contraotion of
the diameter of the earth, consequent on the fell of temperature
from a fluid state to ita present condition, has boen about 190 milert.
At this rate a subsidence of 5 miles, mhich is the approximate
greatest depth of the ocean, would corresporld to n fall of temperature of about 200' Fahr. But the actual elevations and depressions of the snrfirce have probably been produced by a comparatively much smaller loss of heat, being duo rather to tangential
strains than to any direct subsidence.
An illnetration may e~siatyou in forming a truer catimate of t l ~ e
irregularities of the earth's surface, which, though apparently
great, are insignificant when viewed in relation to it8 actual dimennions. This hall might contain a globe 40 fmt in diameter. If i t
iepresented the earth it would be on a scale of 1 foot to about 200
miles, and 1 inch would be equivalent to a distance of 16% miles,
or 88,000 feet. On such a globe the difference between the polar
and equatorial diameters would be less than 1 inch, and the geatefit
elevations in Britain would rise to about tho 'thicknces of a threepenny bit. The highest mountains and the deepest seas mould be
rhown by elevations and depressions of hardly more than J of an
inch; and if they were distributed as 6uch ferrturcs am on the
actual earth, they would be visible only with difficulty, and to
your unaided eyes would in no way interfere with the apparent
perfeat smoothness of the globe's surfaco.
But the irregularities of the surf~ceconstitute only a small
part of the effects of internal heat on the earth. Uineralogy is
the branch of science which treacs of the many simple and compound substances, that have issued under the oporation of chemical
forces from the vast laboratory contained within the cooling crust
of the once incandescent globe. The spectroscope shows that
the original materials of which all these substances are made up
are the same as those that constitute tlie sun and other heavenly
bodies, thus confirming the conjecture that all of those bodies are
the results of the aggregation of mattor once diffused in spa-. The
meters of the ocean we must regard ay a midual liquid prodnct,
resalting after those combinations were completed mhich supplied
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the solid parts of the earth. In like manner, the atmosphere ie the
residue of the -us
matter, after all the requiremente of the laws
of affinity had been elsewhere oomplied with ; and it is not a little
remarkable that these two subsidiary colleotions of matter, as I may
term them, the air and the sea, whioh oons!itute a mere film ou
the earth's surface, should exercise so predominant an influence
on terrestrial emnomy.
The area of the dry land is very greatly exoeeded by that whiob
is covered with water. The whole surface of the earth being 196
millions of quare milee, about 51 millions are land, and 14.5
millions water. The average height of the land above the sealevel is also very much l& than the average depth of the eeabottom below that level, so that a rearrangement of the surface i s
quite possible by which the whole of the land might be submerged
with comparatively little disturbance of the preaent level of the
sea, or reduotion of its average depth.
The mobility of water, and its properties in relation to heat,
more espeoially that of evaporation, make the ocean one of the
most important eloments of terrestrial exiatenoe; it furnishes
to the atmoephere the moisture wl~ichis one of the essentials
of life, and serves by the oiroulntion of ita waters to equalbe
p&ly the temperature of the globe, moderating the extremee
both of heat and oold. The greater or less proximity of the sea
direotly affects climate; aud the relative position of land and
ma areas frequently determine6 the direutions of the prevailing
winds, while the formation of tho coasts, their directions, and
the depth of the bottom, immediately affeot the flow of ooeanio
ourrenta, and the distribution of heat though their me-.
The
position and magnitude of mountain-rangee have also often an
indired influence on these actions of the ocean; they lead to the
discharge into i t of great volumes of fresh water from rivere,
whereby ourrenta are originated or modified, and they oaet on its
d a c e those vast masees of floating ioe, whioh carry the temperature of the polar regione with them, fur into the temperate zone.
The applioation of mathematical reasoning to the mmplioated
phenomena of the tidos of the ocean offers a striking illustration
of the sacoees of such methods, and of their great pnrotical
utility. They have supplied the theoretical knowledge whiah
enables us to oaloulate, after a oomparatively short preliminary procese of observation, the daily aud hourly periode and
extent of the rise and h l l of the tides at any part of the ooean ;
thus meeting one of the great want8 of the aeernan. The attroction of the sun and of the moon directly tend to produce a tidnl
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wave whioh shall follow the apparent place of the moon, moving
from east to west, or in the opposite direction to that of the
earth's revolution ; but thongh this resvlt i n actually produced in
the more open part of the ocean, yet the distribution of the great
masees of land is such that the law can only very partially be
oomplied with; in fact, in our own seas the tidal wave moves
generally from west to east, or diametrioally in the opposite direction to that of the force whioh generated it. This affords another
of the numerous illustrations of how greatly local conditions of
muface affect tho operation of the great forces set up by nature.
Among the influences which give to the earth the characteristics that most immediately affect its fitness for occupation
by man, those of the atmosphere are, without doubt, the most
prominent. These influences, under the general designation of
climate, are constantly affecting us. Of all branches of science,
that whioh treats of the atmosphere-Meteorology-is at the present
time certainly the most backward. The reasons are not far to
seek. The air is invisible, and, for the most part, inaccessible.
The ohsnges i t undergoes take place with great rapidity; they
are difEanlt to observe, and, from their great complexity, di5cult
to grasp. I t is pretty certain that the essential causes which
operate on the atmosphere are changes of temperature; but the
application of mathematical reasoning to the movemente of elastic
fluidtl when submitted to changes of temperature, is accompanied
with great diffiouties, and very little hae been done to grapple
with them. What we know then of these subjects is as yet almost
exclusively empirical. Our imtmmental applianoes are here far in
sdvanoe of our theories, and it is not to be disguised that great
m t e of labour too frequently results from an exaggerated refinement in otmervation, whioh has no real value.
The air, thongh highly attenuated, oonstitutes a fluid-medium
beneath whioh the whole aurfeae of the earth ia immemed,
and by which all that is on it is surrounded, supported, and
penetrated. The air is the vehicle through whioh warmth and
moisture, and the gaseons necessaries of life are supplied to all
that is on the earth. With the man,the air p e r f o m the part of
equalising temperature, and preventing excessive aacumuhtiona or
loseee of heat; aud ae the ocean suppliee the bc. lrce of mobtare,
so the air distributes it, first absorbing and t ~ e ndelivering it
up at some distant place. The very great activity of the air in
carrying out these functions is truly remarkable. If the whole
quantity of moisture in the air at any moment were condensed 80
aa to leave it absolutely dry, the r e d t i n g stretam of water, i
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distributed evenly over the whole earth, would bo less than 1 inoh
i n depth. Yet i t is estimated that the mean rainfall over the
whole globe is not less than 60 inches in the year, and fa& of ten
times this amount are known to occur in some lmlitios. Actual
.observation of the velooity of the wind at marine stations, shows
that such results may readily be due to the almost unceasing
p a g e of saturated air over tho regions ?here, and during the
time in which, rain thus falls, and to the unceasing renowal of the
supply of moisture by evaporation. The ~aelativelyvery large total
sea-area has an important effect in facilitating the supply of the
rain that falls on the land ; and the actual distribution over the
earth both of heat and moisture is largely dependent on the local
distribution of the land and ocean areas.
Our observation is almost necessarily limited to the lower regions
of the air. But it is to be remembered that three-fourths of
the air in weight is found within 30,000 feet, and nine-tenths
of the watery vapour and half the air within 20,000 feet of the
surface. Hence i t is certain that the movements near the
surface are thorn that chiefly affect all conditions of climate,
though no doubt there are great movements in the upper regions
.to bring about the restoration of equilibrium, bvhicfr is being constantly disturbed below.
The principal periodical winds--such as the trade winds, the
monsoons, the land and sea breezes--are easily explained, and are
found to be essentially dependent on periodical variations of a t m w
pheric pressure, accompanying variations of temperature due to
geographical conditione. The proximate causes of the more chamterintic winds of the north of Europe, and especially of our
own islands, appear to be elso well made out. They, too, are
dibturbancea of pressure ; the rapidity and intensity of which
and the manner of their transfer from one area to another,
determine the force of the wind, the direction in which it blows,
and the manner in which it veers. But how the changes of
pressure are produced, and what causes the transfer of the disturbed
-area in a definite direction (usually from west to east) we have still
to learn ; though here, too, i t is obvious that the formation of the
surface, the distribution of the land and sea areaa, and of the
.ocean-currents, tcro among the principal agencies at work. The
winds of our idrnds have commonly, more or less distinctly,
the gyratory character which is one of the secondary results
of the revolution of the earth. The precise condit.ions under
which the great cyclones or hurricanes of the tropics are generated have &tillto be discovered, but we have a sufficient know-
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ledge of tho manner of their occurrence to enable the instructed
mariner in most cams to escape their worst consequences. That
these winds also are strictly due to local terrestrial influences
cannot be doubted.
The action of the periodical winds in producing the seaeons of
rain in the tropical and semi-tropical regions of the earth, is of the
greatest practical moment, the water-supply and the production
of the ordinary food-orops being oftan wholly dependent on such
rains ; and the searoh of science into the oontrolling causes of their
fsilare and abundance, may reealt in enabling us so to foresee the
poeeible occurrence of drought as to y a r d against its worst consequences.
The immediate dependence of rainfall on local geographical
featurea is too well known to call for more than a pawing remnrk.
The presence of mountains forming a barrier in the path of the
vapour-bearing winds may determine, on the one side a climats
of perpetual cloud and rain, and on the other vast tracts of desert.
Where no mountains exist to cause condensation such winds passon, leaving deserts behind them, and carry their waters to fertilise
more diatant lands.
A well-known consequence of the physical properties of the
air becomes apparent under the influence of elevation of eurface,
in the gradual reduction of temperature observed as we ascend
mountains. This amounting to lo for about 300 feet of elevation,
gradually produces a change of conditions similar to that caused
by receding from the equator towards the poles; and at the
greawt elevations an arctic climate is established even under a
t r o p i d sun.
The great ranges of mountains entering the regions of perpetual
mow, which traverse the tropics or approach them, are among the
sublimest of the sighte furnished by nature. Here, by the intrusion
of the solid terrestrial surface into the upper parts of the atmosphere, the low temperature, which otherwise could have produced
no effect on the earth, is brought into active operation ; and the
reaulte ere carried down in the form of great rivere, which fed by
the melting fields of ioe, or the copioue condensetion of rain on the
mountain slopes, fertilise the plains beneath as they pour forth
their never-ceasing streams.
Whether in the shape of glaciers in their mountain beds, or as
the floating fragments of glaciers that form icebergs, or when
merely producing disintegration in the fierrures of rocks,' ice is
one of the most energetic of destructive agents. The recurrence
of glacial epochs with altenationa of periods of greater.heat, in
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the earth's past history, of which geology suppliee apparent evidenoe, i8 of much interest, and has given rise to much speoulation.
Among possible oauses of this are to be reckoned the variations of
the form of the earth'e orbit, which, combined with the changes
of position of the axis in relation to the pointa of least a i d
greatest distance from the sun, due to prec&on, appear oapablo
of producing verg coneiderable effects on the wmmer and winter
temperaturea of the two hemispheres, without affecting the mean
temperature of the globe. Aotnal displaoementa of the earth's aria
of rotation have also been suggested aa a means of accounting fop
these great local changes of temperature ; but the evideace in this
direction has hardly yet been carried beyond arguments, baaed on
mathematical reasoning, to show that such displacements are not
incompatible with establiehed facte.
A f& words will indicate the magnitude of those forces which
are called into silent and comparatively unobserved operation in the
atmosphere by the sun's heat. It has, as I noticed, been estimated
that on the average 6 feet of water falk annually as rain over the
whole earth. If we suppose that the condensation takes place at
an average height of 3000 feet above the surface, the force of evaporation must be equivalent to a power capable of lifting 5 feat of
water over the whole surface of the globe 3000 feet during the year.
This would involve lifting 322,000 millions of pounds of water 3000
feet in every minute, which would require about 300,000 million
horse-power constantly in operation. This calculation does not
include the force required for the transport of the rain in a horizontal direction. But such numbers cease to convey any precise
signification, and I will therefore add, that the enginesof the -hgeet
ironclad do not exceed 8000 or 9000 horse-power. Of the huge
energies thus exerted a very emall part is transferred to the watera
that run back through rivers to the sea, and a still smaller fraction
is utilised by man in his water-mills. The rest is dissipated in
tending to equalise the temperature of the celestial spaces and what
is therein.
We have now Sean how, under the aotion of inherent or external
fofces, the globe has been moulded to its present form, and h a
received the existing configuration of ita surface; and how from
these have resulted all local characteristics of climate, fitting it for
the support of life. We thus find ourselves at the mysterioae line
which separates inorganio from organic matter.
Of the origin of life, either when or how i t began, we know
nothing; all that can be said is that the earlier conditions of the
earth mere altogether inaompatible with life as we know it. For
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thoueanda of yeam, as the globe cooled down, ita surface mnst have
been deluged with boiling water; and until a temperature had
been eetablished not very greatly exceeding that of the present,
none of the forme of life found in the oldest foesiliferous rocka
could have s u b s i . And life ie restricted to a very thin stratum
at the surface, hardly mow than one thousandth part of the earth's
diameter-the proportion of a coat of varnish to an ordinary globe.
The old received sharp dbtinotion between animal and vegetable ia quite broken down. The bond that subsists between
thinge with and thinge without life, is testified by the identity
of the elements of which they are all composed ; the abeenoe from
the materials of which the earth is formed, of a single one of
certain elementary substances, such 88 oxygen or cmbon, would
have rendered what we know as life wholly impossible. The only
oonclusion is that life ia in its nature analogous to other properties, of whose connexion with matter we are equally ignorant ;
and that i t is in fact in some unknown way a neoessary djunot
or comequence of matter in certain conditions.
Scientific theories of life must be based on the study of the
structure and distribution of existing plants and animals, and of
the corresponding facts established by the aid of geology. These
teach that all things having life exist in groups, such ae vegetables
a d animale, mammals and birds, cats and dogs, a d ao forth;
among which may be traced various degrees of struotural affinity,
gradually increasing, until we a t length reach individuals known
to be related by descent from a common ancestor. We also h d
that the assemblages of oreaturea in countries easily accessible to
one another, and alike in climate, closely reeemble one another;
that as distances increase, and communication becomee lese easy,
and olimate less mmilar, differences in forms of life are more
marked; and that greet distance and complete separation are
generally accompanied by a total change of forms. Distanoe in
geological time haa the some effect as distance in spam ; the further
we go baok into the past, the more different were the f o m of life
from what they now are.
These were the phenomena to be accounted for. The problem
was, whether or not this could be done by having recourse to
the only means which direct observation shows to be capable of
producing living creatures, propagation by generetion through
deacent from parent to offspring. The answer has been given
in the a%irmative by Darwin, to whom we ere indebted for a
theory of life analogous in its breadth and the genius it dieplay8
to the great oonceptionaof Newton. Darwin has shown how pro-

pagation by dement, aocompanied by certain emall variations in
the offspring, muoh as are known to m a r , would be followed by
the neoesaq preservation of some of the varieties to the exolnsion
of others, and how this would amount for many of the b t e
obeerved, while inconeietent with none. To the preservation and
dwtraction of forms by reason of favourable or u n f m r a b l e
external conditions, he has applied the term Natural Selection. He
hae thne explained how it is that uniformity of conditions and
facilities for d W o n over any area are found in connexion with
similarity of forms of life throughout the area, and how any
break of continuity of conditions, or mrface, or time, involvea
differenm in f o m of life. Greet tracts like northern E u r o* ~ e
and Asia, extending along the same parallels of latitude, not
broken up by high mountaim, are biologically one. Great
mountain rangee like the Himalaya, and great deserts, constitute
impaeeable g m e r s . Ieolated lands, like~nstralia,are almost
wholly dimociated in their life from other countries. The same
r d t a are found in the seas. With the rapid variatione of
climate that m r on lofty mountains rising from tropical plains,
are developed numerous forms of life; on those rang& throngh
many degrees of latitude, ae in the New World, there ia greater
variety of life, corresponding.to greater variety of climate, than
on those nearly following the same parallel aa in the Old World.
Extensive land areas appear requisite for the evolution and support
of the larger forms of terrestrial life, while restricted areas are
characterised by smaller forms and fewer of them.
The laws that govern the diffusiou and limitation of vegetable
and animal life are similar ;hut a misfactory correlation has not
yet been established between the geographioal distribution of
vegetables and animals. For, though some of the great natural
provinces marked out on the earth's eurfaca by characterietic
assemblages of plants and animals, respectively, are more or leso
conterminous, this c a ~ obe
t eaid to hold good as a nile.
W a y apparent di5culties in accounting for the existing facta
of distribution, are solved by a consideration of the many grset
changes that have taken place in the outlines of land and aea in
past time. The data necessary for any complete solution of all the
questions that arise are wanting, in oonseqnence of our still very
limited knowledge of the geology of mcgpy parts of the earth, and
especially of extinct forms of life concealed beneath ita surface.
But every fresh fact disoovered seems to strengthen the evidence
of the actual oconrrenoe of evolution, and of the general truth of
Darwin's theory ae to ita essential factom.
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The phenomena of whioh I have heen speaking indicate muoh
more than a simple oonformity of life .to the conditions under
which it eabsists; the conditions, in fact, have positively determined, and finally fixed, those forms that have been preeerved,
80 that the general course of life, aa it hee been evolved in the
past, is in essentials a mere sequel to the course of the materiel
forms of the earth's surface.
Perfeotly unbiassed evidence of the truth of this conolusion ie
found, in the tendenoy that had been shown before Darwin's great
discoveries to give weight to geographical distribution in systematic ckification. And though it ,be true that c~aenification
should rest wholly on morphological considerations, yet the stmotural likeness of f o m geographically d a t e d is often ao complete, while so many links in the chain of evolution have been
lost for ever, or still have to be found, that,'on the one hand,
distribution may without objection furnish collateral aid in the
details of systematic arrangement, and, on the other, structural
resemblances may serve to suggest ohanges of geographical conditions of which no other evidence remains.
The doctrine of dependence of life on external conditions indudes life itself as an important concurrent agenoy in the general
results observed. Thw, in order to supply the food and other
requirements of animals, the presenoe of vegetables or other animals
is necessary. To somu animals, ae well as to some plants, the
shelter of forests or particular forms of vegetation is eesential.
Parasites need for their sustemnoe living plants and animals. The
fertilisation and propagation of plants is very commonly due to
inseots; and the infrequency of certain forms of insect-life in some
of tho islands of the Pacific, is held by Wallace to be the true
cause of the.simultaneoua infrequenoy of flowering-plank.
Nor is organio matter without a large reaction on the inorganic
parta of the earth. The building up of coral-reefs; the laying
out of extensive calcaxeous and siliceous deposits over the entire
bed of the ocean ; the &ion of vegetable life on the constituents of
the atmosphere; the effeota produced by vegetation in modifying the
absorption and radiation of heat by the soil, and the conditions of
moisture; afford instances of vital forces actively "affecting the
condition of the earth.
As life, viewed in one aspeot, performs the function of sustaining life, so in another it works for destruotion. I t at onoe supplies
food and the elementa of decay. Among the latest resulta of soienoe
may be notioed those that trace epidemio diseases, with oertainty
among inseota and planta, and with much probability among the
FOL. XXI.
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higher animals, to parasitical organiama; and show how theee
withdraw the necessary elenients of healthy existence, and may at
length lead to the total disxolution of the creature in which they
are produced. And, like the forces connected with inorganic
matter, life also follows the same inoeesant round of oonstrnction
and destruction ; i t elaborates from the earth new combinations of
matter, and again dissolves them, to restore to the earth the
elements on whioh ita own renewal depends.
In what I have been saying of living creatures, I havenot
distinguished mrm, for in all such respects he cannot be separated
from the rest of the animate world in which he holds the most
conspicuous plaoe. The monuments of Egypt, which take us back
perhap 7000 years from the present time, mark a very b r i d
stage in that journey through which we have come down from our
four-handed progenitors. The human race existed in company
with many mammalia now extinct, at a time far distant, when the
outlines of sea and land and the conditions of olimate over large
areas were greatly different from what they now are ; and modem
reeearches have done much to exhibit its gradual progress to the
historical period.
, Man, with his special faculties and dispositions, all of which
have been developed under the pressure of external influences,
ie still as directly dependent, in most reepects, on the-physical
characteristios of the regions in which he dwells, as any other of .
the being that poesesa the attribute of life. If, on one side, hie
i n g e n u i ~enablee him to avoid the agencies which to other less
ssgeoious anhale are irresietible, and teachee him how to wield
them for his own purposes, yet on the other, in doing this he
is foroed more completely than any other creature to shape his
existen08so aa to conform to their inexorable sway. .
The arta of civilisation by which man secures advantages not
to be obtained from the unaided forces of nature, have now
transferred the ohief seats of his power from the warmer latitudes
where existence wea in times past moat easy, to colder climates
where the oonditions ere more favourable to the contimed exertion of hie intelligence. Oivilieed man compels the earth to
inorepee ita vegetable and animal produce, for the wpply of his
growing numbers. He breaka into the store of minerals hid awey
below the surface and converta them into power. He makes the
ocean a highway over whioh he rides to pursue his ends in all
parta of the globe ; and thus uses an obstacle impassable to most
living thinga, aa the principal meana of his own migrations.
, But geographioal featurea will ever continue to determine the.
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course of man's oareer, and to regulate his movements, be they

directed by peaceful or warlike deeires. History will always tell
how nations have been born, have grown, end have perished, under
the inflnenoe of oausea that oan be h o e d baok to the meterid
earth; and whether we oall it mother country or fatherland, the
soil under our f-t, se in the Greek fable, ie the trae soume from
which we draw our bodily, mental, and social strength.
I shall close thie review of the subjects wmprised in ~oientifio
geography, which the forthcoming series of leoturee, to which
this is the prelude, are designed to illustrate, by briefly r e d l i n g
the chief topios to whioh I have directed attention.
1. The figure and movements of the earth, and the progreee of
our knowledge of them.
2. The progress of geographical dimverp, and ita r d t a
3. Geographical methods, instruments, and maps.
4. Tho magnetism of the earth.
5. The ocean, i t , depths and circulation.
6. The tides of the ocean.
7. The dry land, ajntinents.and islands, mountains and plains.
8. The mineral oonstituenta of the earth.
9. Volcanic action and the interior of the globe.
10. The atmosphere and the distribution of heat on the earth.
11. The winds and fall of rain.
12. Regions of ice and glacier#.
13. The distribution of vegetable and animal life in the presentand past.
14. The racee of men, and their dependenoe on geographid
conditions.
These are the studies through which scientific geography will
lead you, tseching you to view the earth in its entirety, bringing
together the great variety of objects seen upon it, investigating
their connexion, and explaining their oausee; and so wmbining
and harmonising the lessons of all the scienoes which supply the
keys to the secrets of Nature. Geographical knowledge may be
aptly wmpared to the setting in whioh are gloriously held together
the bright gems of scienoe, to form an intellectual diadem for
man. This study best supplies those wide fields of observation
which are the true and only sonroes &om whioh we draw our
intelligence and originality ; for the mind hae no power of absolute
produotion, but only of peroeption and comparison. It is the power
of applying with rapidity and preoision the thonghta mggeeted
by external objecta and their mutual relations, that oonstitutes
originality and gives the meam of invention. And tl& is as
a 2
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true of imagination as of reason. For by the influenceand study of
external nature are formed and developed man's emotional, intelleotud, and m o d faculties.
The emotions created by the vast extent of ocean, ita evermoving surface, the changing outlines d land and sea, the tichnea
and luxuriance of the vegetable clothing of the earth, the aetonishing variety of e n i d forms, the many diverse races of men, the
never-oeasing transformations of the clouds as they float overheed,
the play of light and colour over the whole of these objecb, the
firmament set with stare that bound0 our vision and expands our
oonceptions when we gaze into the unknown depths of ~paca,the
large serenity of nature at rest, her overwhelming violence in
convulsion-these emotions are the source of all our ideas of the
beautiful and sublime.
The strong stimulus afforded to curiosity and observation by
the varied scenes of nature, is the necessary antecedent of that
ferment of the mind whioh precedes intellectual activity. Hence
the constant euccession of new objects which greets man se he
changes his place on the globe, exciting in him an interest not
awakened by scenea of long-oontinued familiarity, is one of the
most active agencies in arousing his desire for knowledge, the
acq.uisition of which, as it is among the few permanent springs
of our own enjoyment, HI constitutes our best or only means of
adding to the well-being of others.
The contact with other living beings which is a direct result
of geographical discovery, teaches us man's true place in nature;
our intercourse with other races of men in other counrries teaches us
what is humanity, end gives those lessone of civilisation needed to
overthrow the narrow prejudices of class, colour, and opinion, which
bred in isolated aocietiee, and nourished with the pride that springs
from ignorance, have too oftan led to crimes the more lamentable
b u s e perpetrated by men capable of the most exalted virtue.
Let past experienoe be permitted to show us the one way to certain
future profpas, the way opened by the increase of true knowledge ;
let us complete that conquest over our globe which is so eloquently
described by the poet, when he makes the earth on the setting free
of Prometheus, the type of human intelligence, burst forth in a
mng of triumph over the destiny of man, her latest born:
The lightning is hia slave; heaven's utmost deep
Gives up her stars, and like a flock of sheep,
Tbey pese before his eyeq aro,numbered,and roll on.
The ternpeat le his steed ; he strides the air,
And the abyea ahoute from her depth laid bare,
' Hcaven, hast thou meta? man unveils me ; I have none! "
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The PRESIDENT
mid they had listened to a lecture of the greatest interest,
full of wise suggestions and instruction. In showing how enlarged was the
soope of Geopra hy, General Strachey had done g o d m i c e . He had pointed
out that men !eaeriptire geography was a very small portion of the great
subject which the science embraced, and had thereby encouraged the Society
to pursue the course of lectures which it had bean thought desirable to begin.
He was sure that all present w uld join in a sincere vote of thmks to
General Strachey for his able an1 instructive addreas. Before the Meeting
separated he wished to mention something which had only juat come to the
knowledge of the Council. The German Geographical Scciety at Berlin held
a meeting on the 3rd instant, to hear an account of their travels from two
aucceseful African explorers who had juat returned home-Dr. Lenz and
Dr. Pogge. l'he latter gentleman had made a moat remarkable journey, which
would give him a high place in the list of African travellers. He had succeeded in penetrating from St. Paulo de Loand3 to the capital of the renowned
Al'rican potentate Muata Yauvo (or Yambo), a remote district wbich had
hitherto never been reached by any explorer, and even but by few coloured
Angolan traders. The capital, MusumM, lay to the north of Kabebe, the
seat of government of the preceding monarch, and many drys' jot~rneytu the
west and north of Cameron's line of march. Dr. Pogge travelled for the sake
of pleasure as a hunter of the larger African game, and not as a scientific
explorer; but some of the information he had obtained was of the higheat
interest,
rticnlsrly a9 regards the healthinem and beauty of tbe interior
plateau. e did not believe the Lualaba 5owed into the Congo, but seemed to
entertain no doubt that the Kasai or CassabE was the upper course of the great
river.
At the next meeting of this Society two interesting papers wonld be rendone by Lieutenant Young, who hnd just returned from Lake Nywhere
a steamer had been launched and a settlement formed; and the other by
Mr. Price, the adventurous missionary who hit upon the happy idea that a
bullock-waggon road could be formed between the East Coast and Lake Tanganyika, and who had made an experimental journey with bullucks, and taken
them to the uppcr highlands. He was now busy getting the most perfect
bullock-cart that the manufacture in England could produce.
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